2020 TRACK & FIELD

MOST VALUABLE PLAYERS
CLASS OF 2020

ALL-PSAA SELECTIONS

Avenues School
Nicole Domingo
Didi Jin
Tara Kerr
Angelo Orciuoli
Tess Price

Martin Luther
Maleeke Mesquita
Brayam Morales

Kew-Forest
Hunter Milles
Aliya Stubenbord
Giovani Taveras
Bivas Thapa

Long Island Lutheran
Amelia Juste

Stony Brook
Adetona Adesina
Nicholas “Nick” Bertrand
Riley Corcoran
Tony Dai
Ugochinyere “Andrea” Egbuchulam
Ruize Gao
Jiacheng Hong
Leo Hsu
Yan Huang
Myles Johnson
Bangjie “James” Liao
Rashel Likoskendaj
Kelly Moore
Sam Painter
Yushan “Mint” Zhai